Zero mode waveguide technology of next generation sequencing demonstrated sequence-dependence of the enzymatic reaction, incorporating a base into the genomic DNA. We show that these experimental results indicate existence of a previously uncharacterized physical property of DNA, the incorporation reaction chemical potential . We use the combination of graph theory and statistical thermodynamics to derive entromic -series of results providing the thermodynamic model of and showing that it is quantitatively characterized as incorporation entropy. We also present formulae for computing from the genome DNA sequence. We then derive important restrictions on DNA properties and genome assembly that follow from thermodynamic properties of and show how these genome assembly restrictions directly lead to evolution of detectable coherences in the incorporation entropy along the entire genome. Examples of entromic applications, demonstrating functional and biological importance are shown.
Schematically, this dependence can be represented as follows (1) Replacing the central base by a different nucleotide will lead to an energy difference between the two DNA variants. The computation of requires the following thermodynamic cycle 
Eq. (2) shows that -in addition to the term which describes the standard thermal stability difference between two isolated oligomers -the difference in the two incorporation reaction energies has to be considered in the complete thermodynamic characterization of the two variant DNA molecules.
Thermodynamic models for computing from a given DNA sequence are well established (9) . To our knowledge, no such formalism exists for using the DNA sequence to compute the incorporation energy contribution . We therefore dedicate the next section to its derivation.
Quantitative model for derivation of
. We acknowledged that any DNA sequence is processed by a polymerase as a stream of "moving windows". These "moving windows" are DNA segments, which form a finite set [g] , defined completely by the transcribed DNA sequence (Fig.3a) . The thermodynamic properties of these DNA segments, which are relevant for incorporation reaction energy, can be continuous and uniformly distributed or they can exhibit some heterogeneity, which could explain the abnormal sequence dependence of . , as can be demonstrated by re-drawing the graph g into a template (10, 11) , or interval graphs (12) . The details of DNA structural differences, which can be relevant for incorporation reactions, are now described as a generalized distance d(g,g*) between the graphs g of the analyzed DNA and the "central" graph g* of the arbitrary common reference DNA sequence. The tools of combinatorial geometry (13, 14) , in particular the sampling diversity maximization, are used in the next step of our derivation. 
In our application, this general result can be interpreted as follows: every DNA graph g represents an "incorporation microstate", which is characterized by the generalized graph distance d(g,g*). Once we set parameter to be equivalent to the Boltzmann factor, d(g,g*) quantifies the energy difference between these incorporation microstates.
Eq. (3) defines just the general form of , which does not yet provide linkage to the actual DNA sequence. In the next section we show that such linkage can be established through the application of mathematical graph homomorphism theory (15, 16 cycles, rooted at e, of length |g|+1, which are iso-distant from reference DNA graph g*.
These subgraphs therefore represent all DNA sequences, which satisfy the condition d(g,g*)=. DNA linear structure imposes fundamental simplifying restriction on the topology of the H i graph, allowing for exact computation of M i . Because of DNA linearity, H i is necessarily an Eulerian graph (17) . We show in Supplement that, given the sequence-derived weights of , our modification of the BEST theorem (17) computes M i using the formula (S1).
This result indicates the first essential outcome of our analysis: The linearity of DNA imposes unique and characteristically discrete structure on the set of sequencedependent properties of the genome. We now know that the genome is necessarily assembled from DNA segments, which are selected from discrete and generally large degenerate sequence-dependent properties we were looking for. An important structural consequence of this unique property is that "daughter" DNA sequences are generally not similar to "mother" sequence in the classical sense. This explains why the entromic properties and their relationships, which we derive below, are not observed by standard sequence similarity analyses or in multiple sequence alignments. incorporation would be expected Thus, if is considered alone, the general thermodynamic trends would preferentially select for a random genome without repeat regions, which is in direct contrast to biological reality. There is therefore a need for an additional molecular principle to prevent these unwanted trends in assembling the DNA segments into a whole genome. Through the homomorphism analysis we know that all DNA sequences are found exclusively in "pools", which share molecularly recognizable structural characteristics and, as a direct consequence, unique common incorporation entropies. This implies a simple molecular building principle, sufficient to eliminate the contradictions discussed in Fact 4: The probability of incorporating a single DNA segment with low activation barrier is much higher, compared to the probability of simultaneously incorporating multiple DNA segments with the same incorporation entropy. Similarly, low incorporation probability of a single sequence with high-activation energy into the genome is increased by the requirement that all such segments be incorporated in multiples. This is the same mechanism that is used to remove energy singularities in the Planck characterization of electromagnetic radiation energy distribution.
These qualitative arguments can be made quantitative by adapting the derivation in (19) to our problem (see Supplement for details). We show in previous paragraph that entromic considerations lead to requirement that genome DNA is assembled from "multiplons", which are multiplets of shorter segments sharing the characteristic value of incorporation entropy (4). This also means that multiplon segments are the members of a specific daughter DNA sequence set and associated with the same graph H i . Different permutations of multiplon segments define "assembly microstates" of the genome. The
Planck-like distribution function for is derived to characterize the multiplon assembly of genome with the maximal entropy
In eq. (5), the amplitude A, the "steepness" of the distribution a, mean number Q of isoincorporation entropy segments in the DNA region and effective Boltzmann factor are species-characteristic and genome region specific parameters, which are derived by fitting function (5) to histograms of values. These histograms are computed from sequenced genome inputs. Note that the (Q-1) factor in eq. (5) naturally excludes the presence of just one segment with unique incorporation entropy in the assembled DNA as setting Q=1 would result in infinite probability.
There are several ways to validate this novel property of the incorporation entropy coherence in genomic DNA. We show in Results, part 2.1., that eq. 5 fits the experimental distributions of inter-pulse durations from ZMW sequencing experiments.
We also show in part 2.2. that histograms of values, computed from known genome sequences, require fitting by function (5) and that the parameters are speciesspecific. two segments from the same iso-incorporation entropy pool lead to the shape similarities in the and vectors along the v-coordinate. We quantify these similarities by correlation coefficients and visualize them as complete correlation matrices. For better characterization of details, we compute these "overlap integrals" separately for regions with high incorporation entropies, using values (6) and for regions with low incorporation entropies, where we use transformation
Computing these matrices allows for direct identification of the genome loci networks with identical or highly similar incorporation entropy characteristics.
RESULTS. ENTROMIC APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES. In this section we show
representative examples, demonstrating the main advantage of using entromics' firm physical background for applications to important bioinformatic problems. With entromics, it is possible to formulate a priori (ab initio) non-empirical hypothesis about what is the necessary outcome of an entromic-based algorithm application. This is possible due to the general validity of physics arguments that form the basis of entromics. In classical bioinformatics, the hypothesis formulation is empirical, often descriptive and evidence-based, and thus requires more validation and cross-validation effort in order to establish a successful result.
Direct validation of the correspondence between experimental inter-pulse duration distributions and sequence-dependent incorporation entropy distribution
. We extracted experimental inter-pulse duration time values  from a ZMW-based, whole human genome sequencing database, available at 
Incorporation entropy distributions in genome segments from various
species. Next we demonstrate that the distributions of values computed directly from a genome sequence satisfy the theoretical prediction by (eq. (5)). We prepared ~150,000 base long segments, selected consecutively from the genomes of various species. We then computed profiles from the segment DNA sequences (see Supplement for technical details), constructed 70-bin histograms of all values and least-squares fitted them by . Fig. 7a shows the representative results for several 150kbase segments of human chromosome 1, demonstrating the exact qualitative as well as quantitative correspondence between the sequence-derived and theoretical distributions (skewed shape, fit significance p<0.0001). Fig. 7b shows the species- Fig. 7b also demonstrate the potential of entromics to discover novel genome properties. First, the value distributions are not only species specific, but also specific for various position ranges in the genome of one organism. Despite of this intraspecies variability, there are significant inter-species shifts in the distribution means.
Results in
This species specificity opens up the possibility for compact quantitative characterization of important genome properties using the parameters of .
We have also studied the phylogenetic dependence of the incorporation energy optimization in the genomes of 14 species, with emphasis on role of codon selection. 
a) b)
Results of this study are being presented in a separate paper, but the pertinent finding was that phylogenetically more complex species have systematically larger differences of the incorporation energy distributions relatively to a reference genomes or exomes with randomized sequences. We mention this result here, because in addition to being evidence for non-neutral evolution across the species, it also contributes to a direct physical explanation of the functional relevance of synonymous mutations. Entromics indicates directly that a local synonymous mutation can lead to energy difference, which becomes distributed to many other genome regions through coherence networking, and has the potential to affect interactions, functionality and dynamic properties of the biological system.
Differences between incorporation entropies in the genome and exome.
Due to a detailed understanding of the relationship between DNA sequence properties and we can also predict observable differences in distributions between exome and genome DNA sequences. We reiterate that is directly related to the number of DNA sequences with identical incorporation entropies (see part 1.2.). Any restriction on transitions between the four base states in the genomic sequence naturally reduces this number. Entromics quantitatively captures these restrictions. Amino acid genetic code imposes significant restriction on the entromic properties of exome DNA. We therefore predict that the mean value of distribution, computed from coding DNA sequences in the exome, will be systematically shifted towards lower incorporation entropies, compared to those computed from of the whole chromosome. ], should be also species-dependent. To validate this 
Comparison of entromic coherence matrices in regions with high (top) and low (bottom) incorporation energy computed by exome co-processing for human and Plasmodium (a,b) and human and mouse (c,d). Human exome results are to the left from the arrow. R ij intensities increase from magenta to red. (e,f) Comparison of distributions for the two species exomes.
coherence of incorporation entropy between human and parasite exomes is due differences in the level of incorporation entropy optimization, resulting in classically subtle, but entromically highly significant genome context differences, realized through different choices in codon selection. Figures 9e and 9f show that the interspecies differences in the entromic coherence, quantified by are also reflected in the incorporation entropy .
Distribution of for Plasmodium is significantly shifted relatively to the distribution in the human exome. While our visualization emphasizes the diversity of human and Plasmodium exomes, more detailed analysis of the cross-correlation distributions indicate close matches in the coherences in parts of human and parasite exome, where mutations were associated with the partial resistance to disease in human populations.
Human and mouse distributions are very close (see Fig. 9f ) and the quantification of their differences require closer analysis of entromic coherence patterns.. When the entromic coherence networks are computed with the base resolution, significant differences in the coherence patterns are found even between human and mouse. (4)). In Fig. 11 we show that this was found exclusively in exons 8 and 13, in accordance with their observed alternative splicing.
Importantly, entromics also indicates that the extent of this splicing will be affected by any mutation in these exons. There is experimental evidence for this sequencedependence. Pagani et al. (22) entropy change is therefore computed as integrated area under these difference profiles. Fig. 12b shows that the experimentally determined percent prevalence of the CFTR variant without exon 13 is linearly related to this integrated incorporation entropy differences. This demonstrates the potential that entromic characterization of genome and its variants brings to solving problems that are relevant for quantitative understanding of disease-outcome related genetic factors.
CONCLUSIONS.
We have shown that sequence-dependence, observed for progression of enzymatic nucleotide incorporations into genomic DNA through single-molecule experiments reveals important internal organization of genome. Combination of basic, but fundamental thermodynamic principles with the homomorphism-based graph-theory analysis of information in the genomic DNA resulted in formalism of entromics. With entromic tools, we matched the sequence-dependent distribution of experimental incorporation times satisfactorily with theoretically derived distribution function P().
The importance of entromic principles exceeds this primary result. Entromic revealed new internal, species-specific genome organization, which has highly nonlocal character. Eq. (2) indicates that through these nonlocal incorporation entropy coherences a novel compensatory mechanism operates in genomes. Selection of alternative coding or subtle changes in the sequence context in the modified locus as well as in distant loci can compensate for unwanted changes in the thermal stability caused by mutation, polymorphism or necessary evolutionary modifications.
Importantly, entromics also shows that these "footsteps of evolution" in genomes are organized into recognizable interlaced networks of multiplons. Entromic theory provides non-empirical formulae for computing all its state functions. We use these entromic functions in the deterministic algorithm identifying these genome-wide coherence networks. Connection strengths between the respective regions are also computed from the sequenced genomic DNA. This provides general, physical-principle based blueprint of energy-based, and therefore molecularly recognizable, long-range multi-loci, evolutionary optimized inter-relationships in any genome. We have shown (18) that the level of this optimization is highest in human genome and lowest in the phylogenetically simplest organisms. This demonstrates the functional and biological relevance of physical principles underlying the characterization of entromics genome properties and assembly rules. In special cases these physical principles might be directly involved in the biological function or alter that function when sequence is perturbed (e.g. dynamics of processes where transcription rate plays direct role). More importantly, we need to understand these networks as global indicators of interconnection between thermodynamic and functional optimization of system biology processes in a cell.
Locations of the coherence-related regions inform us about genome parts with extremely low or extremely high tolerance against variation. Positive or negative changes in entromic properties upon genome variation inform us about the potential of the system to compensate for these alterations through long-distance linkages and their strengths. We can directly compute the differences in the incorporation entropy profiles and coherence strength matrices for original and altered states of genome and use 
from which the value of is computed. This algorithm not only resolves the problem of the optimal characterization of studied DNA ends by the length-dependent vector of sequence-dependent quantities, but implements at the same time the conventional Figure S1 . This proof is mathematical alternative to Lagrange-multiplier -based solution of equivalent problem in statistical thermodynamics.
S.4. The classical derivation of Planck distribution of adapted from (19) to
DNA system with multiple iso-incorporation entropy segments. Let M i be the number of DNA motifs having common incorporation entropy of . Let be the probability that there are exactly k motifs g with this incorporation entropy in assembled DNA. This leads to a constraint . We substitute , where n k is the number of iso-incorporation entropy motifs in the assembled DNA, consisting of total n motifs. With this consequence of DNA linearity, we convert the constraint into relationship between "countable" integer quantities
. We can now represent the possible DNA assemblies from various multiplets of motifs with degenerate incorporation entropies of k-types, each repeated in the DNA assembly n k times as linear motif structure 11122233333444455555…… The permutations of this assembly, given the set of n k values, are "assembly microstates".
The total number of these microstates is given by the combination of n elements taken 
